Introduction
The human head-neck system is a complex and highly flexible biomechanical structure, requiring continuous active stabilization in the presence of gravity. Coordinated feedback control of neck muscle segments is needed to position and stabilize the head in space, and to stabilize the individual neck joints in the presence of trunk motion and other perturbations. These are partly conflicting control objectives. In the presence of dynamic trunk motion, for example while walking or riding in a vehicle, it may be beneficial to minimize head rotation and translation to improve vision and comfort. This can be achieved with a so called head-in-space control strategy using vestibular and visual feedback. In contrast, humans may employ a head-on-trunk control strategy using muscle spindle feedback and co-contraction of antagonist muscles to stiffen the neck and stabilize individual neck joints to prevent neck buckling (collapse) in the presence of gravity.
Experimental studies have demonstrated that muscle spindle and vestibular afferent information contribute to head-neck stabilization through the cervicocollic reflex (CCR) and the vestibulocollic reflex (VCR), respectively (Keshner et al., 1999; Keshner, 2009; Goldberg and Cullen, 2011; Cullen, 2012; Forbes et al., 2013a) . This paper investigates the role of the VCR, CCR and co-contraction using an advanced neuromuscular model. An early model captured human response data to sagittal plane torso perturbations with a two-pivot head-neck model (Peng, 1996) . The model attributed substantial VCR and CCR contributions to head pitch rotation control, but head translation, which is commonly assumed to be also under VCR and CCR control was not reported. Thus our study aims http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jbiomech.2017.05.005 0021-9290/Ó 2017 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/). to corroborate previous findings on head rotation control and extend them to head translation to support hypothesis 1: The VCR contributes to head-in-space stabilization and substantially reduces head rotation and translation in space, while the CCR contributes to head-on-trunk stabilization and substantially reduces head rotation and translation relative to the trunk.
Local neck deformation like S-shaped bending cannot be (accurately) sensed by the vestibular organ, since it encodes head motion in gravito-inertial coordinates. As a result, muscle length and velocity feedback are expected to be essential for the stabilization of the individual neck joints and to prevent neck buckling (collapse) in the presence of gravity. We therefore define hypothesis 2: The CCR stabilizes the intervertebral joints and prevents neck buckling.
Experimental and modelling studies on the extremities and lumbar spine have shown substantial contributions of muscle cocontraction, where simultaneous activation of antagonist muscles creates an ''intrinsic resistance" which can be of a similar magnitude as the ''reflexive resistance" (Kearney et al., 1997; Mirbagheri et al., 2000; de Vlugt et al., 2006; van Drunen et al., 2013) . Keshner (2000) reported effects of neck muscle cocontraction when young (20-40 year) subjects were asked to stiffen their necks, but this effect was absent when subjects performed mental arithmetic or relax tasks. This motivates hypothesis 3: Cocontraction can contribute to head-on-trunk stabilization, but this contribution will be minor in natural stabilization conditions.
Experimental studies have shown the ability of the central nervous system (CNS) to modulate neck afferent feedback in response to changing external environments (Goldberg and Peterson, 1986; Gillies et al., 1998; Keshner et al., 1999; Fard et al., 2004; Liang and Chiang, 2008; Reynolds et al., 2008) . We demonstrated modulation of neck afferent feedback with the frequency bandwidth of anterior-posterior trunk perturbations (Forbes et al., 2013b) , with modest effects of the presence of vision. We tentatively associated this modulation with the attenuation of oscillations, and with a shift from head-on-trunk to head-in-space to stabilization. In line with the experimental data (Forbes et al., 2013b) we define hypothesis 4: The presence of higher frequencies in the perturbations will induce a shift from head-on-trunk to head-in-space stabilization. The head-in-space strategy will minimize the seat to head transmission, which can be beneficial for motion comfort (Paddan and Griffin, 1998) .
To evaluate the above hypotheses, we developed an advanced neuromuscular model of the human head-neck system. Contributions of VCR, CCR and co-contraction were investigated fitting the model to responses of young healthy subjects exposed to anterior-posterior trunk perturbations with varying bandwidth, during eyes closed and eyes open conditions (Forbes et al., 2013b) .
Methods
Neuromuscular neck models presented in the literature range from 1-pivot models (Peng, 1996; Peng et al., 1997; Peng et al., 1999; Fard et al., 2003; Rahmatalla and Liu, 2012; Wang and Rahmatalla, 2013) to detailed multisegment models (van Ee et al., 2000; Wittek et al., 2000; Yoganandan et al., 2002; Chancey et al., 2003; Stemper et al., 2004; Brolin et al., 2008; Hedenstierna, 2008; Almeida et al., 2009; Meijer et al., 2013; Östh et al., 2016) . To study stabilization of the individual intervertebral joints, a multisegment model is needed. Chancey et al. (2003) presented a multisegment neck model and used optimization to generate balanced activations of 23 muscle pairs representing relaxed and maximally tensed initial states, minimising intervertebral motion while exposing the model to gravity for 100 ms. However we found no proof that any existing multisegment neck model stabilizes the individual joints in the presence of gravity with prolonged dynamic perturbations. The VCR and CCR can separately control head rotation and translation, but we are not aware of any model including such separate feedback loops.
In order to address the above limitations, a three-dimensional (3D) multisegment nonlinear neck model (de Jager, 1996; van der Horst, 2002; de Bruijn et al., 2015) was extended with a new control model ( Fig. 1 ).
Biomechanical head-neck model
The model contains nine rigid bodies representing the head, seven cervical vertebrae (C1-C7), and the first thoracic vertebra (T1). The head mass is 4.69 kg and the total neck mass is 1.63 kg (van der Horst, 2002) . The 8 intervertebral joints allow 3D rotational and translational motion, resulting in a total of 48 degrees of freedom (DOF). Centers of rotation are not imposed and joint motion is governed by non-linear models of the passive structures. Intervertebral discs, ligaments Fig. 1 . Neural control model. Blue blocks contain sensory and muscle activation dynamics and delays, orange blocks contain the feedback sensitivity (gain) and co-contraction parameters. Green blocks are muscle synergy vectors converting scalar control signals to an appropriate activation of multiple muscle segments for flexion (Na flex-r for rotation, Na flex-t for translation), extension (Na ext-r for rotation, Na ext-t for translation), co-contraction (Na cc ) and postural activity counteracting gravity (Na post ). The VCR provides feedback of head angular velocity _ h, angle h, and acceleration € X with sensor dynamics H sc , H ton , H phas , and feedback sensitivity parameters G sc , G ton , G phas . The CCR provides feedback of muscle contractile element (CE) length L with sensitivity parameter k p and velocity _ L with sensitivity parameter k v where muscle CE reference length L0 represents the desired posture. Neural pathway delays are defined for VCR (s vcr ) and CCR (s ccr ). H act captures muscular activation dynamics transforming neural excitation (e) into muscle active state (a). X T1 is the applied mechanical perturbation being translation of the base of the neck. Thick lines indicate multiple signals for all 258 muscle segments. and facet joints were captured with nonlinear models using biomechanical literature (Pintar, 1986; Yoganandan et al., 1998; Panjabi et al., 2001; van der Horst, 2002) . Muscles (34 muscles, totalling 129 elements per body side) were implemented as line elements based on dissection of a single specimen (Borst et al., 2011) . Intermediate 'via points' connecting muscles to adjacent vertebrae were implemented to ensure the muscles took on a curved path during head-neck displacement. The non-linear Hill type muscle dynamics are described in the Appendix and further information on the biomechanical model as well as its isometric and passive validation can be found in de Bruijn et al., (2015) . Gravity was simulated as a 9.81 m/s 2 gravitational field acting on the skull and the vertebrae.
Neural control
The neural controller was implemented to stabilize the head-neck model in the anterior-posterior direction in order to simulate the experimental conditions described by Forbes et al. (2013b) (Fig. 1 ). The activation of muscle segments was regulated by vestibular (VCR) and muscle (CCR) afferent feedback as well as neck muscle co-contraction. The VCR was comprised of three sensory feedback pathways: 1) canal feedback (H sc , G sc ) evoked by head angular (pitch) velocity ( _ h), 2) otolith tonic feedback representing graviception (H ton , G ton ) evoked by head pitch angle (h), and 3) otolith phasic feedback (H phas , G phas ) evoked by global head acceleration ( € X) in the anterior-posterior direction. In these loops, H captures the sensor dynamics while G is the feedback sensitivity parameter. The CCR was modelled using feedback of muscle length (parameter k p ) and velocity (parameter k v ) for each muscle element. Muscle co-contraction was modified using the parameter Gcc representing an average baseline muscle activation level, and an additional postural activity Na post was defined to counteract gravity. H act captures muscular activation dynamics. Details can be found in the Appendix.
Experimental data
We investigated head-neck stabilization by fitting the model to experimental data reported by Forbes et al. (2013b) . Twelve subjects (nine men) of 22-26 years were restrained by a five point harness on a rigid seat with a 10°inclined backrest. Subjects were instructed to take on a comfortable upright seating position, main-taining the head comfortably above the torso. Tests were performed with eyes closed (EC) as well as with eyes open (EO). In EC, subjects were blindfolded. In EO, subjects were instructed to maintain visual focus on a stationary target 3 m in front of the platform. During all trials, subjects listened to a science-based radio program to distract them from the stabilization process and minimize voluntary responses. Anterior-posterior pseudorandom multisine (sum of sinusoids) perturbations were applied to the seat using a motion platform. Experiments were performed with four perturbation bandwidths: 0.3-1.2 Hz (B1); 0.3-2.0 Hz (B2); 0.3-4.0 Hz (B4); 0.3-8.0 Hz (B8) all with a root-mean-square (RMS) seat velocity of 0.08 m/s and RMS T1 acceleration of 0.42 (B1); 0.66 (B2); 1.07 (B4); 2.1 (B8) m/s 2 . Motion of the seat, T1, and the head were measured using a motion capture system (Qualisys AB, Gothenburg, Sweden), providing head pitch angle and angular velocity ðh; _ hÞ, global head forward displacement and velocity ðXGH; _ XGHÞ, and head forward displacement and velocity relative to T1 ðXRH; _ XRHÞ. The control parameters were estimated fitting the model to the experimental head translation and rotation using the response averaged over subjects as described in the Appendix.
Results

Model fit to experimental data
The model reproduced the experimentally observed head translation and rotation with good fits in time and frequency domain ( Fig. 2) and a variance accounted for (VAF) of 93% averaged over four bandwidths (Table 1) for the eyes closed condition. With eyes open a reasonable fit was obtained with an average VAF of 82% ( Fig. 3 and Table 1 ).
Static stability was evaluated checking head rotation and intervertebral rotations in prolonged simulations without perturbations and with all perturbation conditions. Some parameter variations induced excessive static intervertebral joint motions leading to buckling of the neck and excessive static head rotations in partic- ular during B1 (see Fig. 4 ). Apparently in these variations the static feedback gains k p and G ton and the passive neck stiffness were insufficient to counter the destabilizing effects of gravity. Static stability was achieved by constraining k p to be greater than 0.45 while G ton was fixed at a value of 2. G ton below 2 induced slow forward or rearward head rotation, in particular with low k p . A grid search indicated limited effects of G ton on the model fit (Eq. 4 in the Appendix) with optimal G ton below 3 and an adequate model fit with G ton = 2.
Contributions of individual feedback pathways and co-contraction
To examine the influence of VCR, CCR and muscle cocontraction, we simulated different combinations of model parameters varying the best fit parameter sets in Table 1 . Omitting the VCR or the CCR strongly affected the static and dynamic response in all conditions. Omitting the VCR resulted in static head rotations up to 13°. Re-optimizing the CCR without VCR provided a reasonable fit (78.5% VAF with k p = 0.45 and k v = 0.159 for B1EC and 85.3% VAF with k p = 1.06 and k v = 0.146 for B8EC). Omitting the CCR resulted in neck buckling with static head rotations up to 37°(e.g. Fig. 4 ). Variation of the six individual control parameters strongly affected the frequency response functions (see Fig. 5 for gain responses in B8EC). As expected, feedback of head angular velocity (G sc ) strongly reduced head rotation and this was effective at all tested frequencies (0.3-8 Hz). Hence this feedback is effective beyond the 2-3 Hz range which is often referred to as the resonance frequency of the head-neck system. In addition, G sc reduced head relative translation up to 2 Hz and dampened low frequency oscillations in head rotation and translation. Feedback of head rotation angle (G ton ) effectively reduced head rotation up to 0.7 Hz while being counter-effective at higher frequencies. Feedback of head translational acceleration (G phas ) had moderate effects reducing head in space translation above 1 Hz at the cost of increased head in space translation below 1 Hz and increased head rotation and relative translation below 2 Hz. As expected, the CCR (k p and k v ) reduced head rotation and relative translation. CCR length feedback (k p ) was effective up to 0.7 Hz but induced oscillations at 1.1 Hz when raised 50% above the best fit value. CCR velocity feedback (k v ) was effective up to 2 Hz. Co-contraction (G cc ) was estimated to be zero for B8 and increasing co-contraction to 1% (similar to the estimate for B1, B2 and B4) led to a relevant reduction of head rotation and head relative displacement up to 1 Hz. Co-contraction increased the head global displacement up to 5 Hz due to a reduced phase lag of the head relative displacement (not shown). It shall be noted that the average muscle activation estimated with the model (3% for B8 and 4% for B1, B2, B4) exceeded the co-contraction level. This is partly due to the postural activity Na post counteracting gravity resulting in around 5.5% extensor activation and 2.1% activation averaged over all muscles. Additional muscle activation originates from reflexive stabilization in response to the dynamic perturbations. The activation determines muscular damping through the contractile element (CE) force velocity relationship. We explored this effect by doubling the CE maximum shortening velocity parameter v max , which effectively reduced the CE damping by a factor two. This reduced CE damping had notable effects at all frequencies. Thus, while co-contraction was estimated to be limited or zero, intrinsic muscle damping had a relevant influence on head-neck stabilization.
Modulation with perturbation bandwidth and vision
The estimated control parameters indicate profound effects of bandwidth with modest effects of vision ( Fig. 6 and Table 1 ). Effects of bandwidth were similar with and without vision (with an exception for G phas at B8 where G phas hardly affected the criterion optimized). The presence of vision led to higher G sc suggesting an increased effort to minimize head rotation. To further analyse effects of bandwidth we also simulated perturbation condition B8 with the parameter sets P1, P2, P4 estimated for the lower bandwidths B1, B2 and B4 and simulated perturbation condition B1 with parameter set P8 estimated for B8 (all with EC). This allowed us to predict effects of low bandwidth control strategies at higher frequencies. The frequency response functions in Fig. 7 show that P1 more effectively reduced head rotation and head relative translation up to 3 Hz (up to a factor 3 at 0.3 Hz) and slightly enlarged head global translation below 1 Hz (17% at 0.7 Hz). P8 reduced global head translation between 1 and 4 Hz with a maximum reduction of 55% at 2.3 Hz. Parameter sets P2 and P4 applied with B8 provided intermediate responses indicating gradual modulation with perturbation bandwidth (not shown). These results indicate a shift towards head-in-space stabilization with higher perturbation bandwidth. Fig. 7 shows no apparent oscillations in the form of peaks in the frequency response functions. The only slight oscillation occurs at 0.7 Hz where the head global translation gain is 1.26 for P8 at B1 and 1.07 for P1 at B1. Fig. 7 shows slightly different frequency response functions applying low or high bandwidth perturbations while maintaining the same control parameters (compare continuous and dotted lines of the same colour in Fig. 7) . This can be attributed to non-linear model components such as the Hill type muscle model and the activation dynamics.
Discussion
We developed a neuromuscular model to investigate contributions of CRR, VCR and muscle co-contraction to head-neck stabilization and modulation of control strategies with perturbation bandwidth and vision.
Neuromuscular model
The 3D multisegment neck model was developed and validated for impact applications (de Jager, 1996; van der Horst, 2002; Meijer et al., 2013) and was recently enhanced, including validation of muscle moment arms, passive bending stiffness and isometric force generation (de Bruijn et al., 2015) . In the current study, we developed a controller for anterior-posterior head-neck stabilization. To our knowledge this is the first multisegment head-neck model including three vestibular feedback loops, length/velocity feedback of individual muscle segments and co-contraction (Fig. 1) . Other models include neck muscle synergies grouping muscles as flexors and extensors applying the same activation for all muscles within groups Hedenstierna et al., 2008; Fice et al., 2011; Östh et al., 2012; Dibb et al., 2013; Meijer et al., 2013) . We defined muscle synergies generating translational head force, head moments and co-contraction using isometric analyses (de Bruijn et al., 2015) . These synergies apply specific activation levels for each muscle segment depending on muscle function, taking into account the moment balance at all joints, enabling separate control of head translation and rotation.
We estimated six neuromuscular control parameters (feedback gains and muscle co-contraction) fitting simulated responses to experiments in which anterior-posterior trunk perturbations were applied to human subjects (Forbes et al., 2013b) . The model captured the experimental responses well with some deviations in gain and phase at the lowest frequencies in particular with eyes open. This suggests a need for an additional visual feedback loop, taking into account optokinetic contributions to neck muscle activity. This will best be derived using perturbations with even lower frequencies and manipulating visual information. In the presence of gravity the head-neck system is inherently unstable. Static stability could only be obtained setting minimal values for the two static feedback gains (k p > 0.45 and G ton = 2) capturing muscle length and vestibular head pitch angle feedback. These were partially interchangeable; selecting higher k p values a lower G ton could still stabilize head rotation, but k p was essential to stabilize the intervertebral joints, and G ton was most effective to minimize static head rotation. A more precise estimation of these parameters may be possible using experiments with low frequency perturbations, where the distinct role of k p (head-on-trunk) and G ton (head-in-space) could be revealed using independent torso translation and rotation perturbations. The other control parameters (G sc , G phas , k v , G cc ) could well be estimated by fitting head translation and rotation kinematics, where Fig. 5 shows that these parameters have markedly different effects. Here it is noted that the model contains many parameters characterising discs, facet joints and ligaments. The resulting intervertebral bending stiffness has been validated by de Bruijn et al. (2015) , but dynamic validation of the passive spine is recommended. With further validation, the model can be of value in the medical field for research, diagnosis and treatment of neck disorders and in fields such as vehicle comfort and impact biomechanics.
Contributions of individual feedback pathways and co-contraction
The VCR contributed to head-in-space stabilization through a strong reduction of head rotation and a moderate reduction of head global translation. The CCR contributed to head-on-trunk stabilization with a substantial reduction of head rotation and head relative translation. These results support hypothesis 1 where contributions vary in magnitude and frequency range. The VCR reduced head rotation with a substantial contribution of semicircular feedback (G sc ) at all tested frequencies ( Fig. 5 ) and with tonic otolith feedback (G ton ) contributing to static stability. The VCR reduced head-in-space translation through phasic otolith feedback (G phas ) (Fig. 5 ). CCR velocity feedback (k v ) reduced head rotation and relative translation up to 2 Hz while length feedback (k p ) was effective up to 0.7 Hz (Fig. 5 ). These results are in line with modelling studies reporting a similar magnitude of VCR and CCR contributions to control head rotation in the sagittal plane (Peng, 1996; Peng et al., 1997) . We are not aware of any other model controlling head-in-space translation using otolith feedback. In our model this feedback was moderately effective above 1 Hz while at lower frequencies both experiment and model show head-ontrunk stabilization. This aligns with the selected otolith transfer function, which has a low sensitivity below 1 Hz (Fig. 9 right) . Further exploration of otolith feedback contributions to head translation control could thus focus on perturbations above 1 Hz.
The CCR proved essential to stabilize the individual intervertebral joints and prevent neck buckling, which confirms hypothesis 2. Without CCR, static stability could not be achieved resulting in excessive static flexion or extension of the individual neck joints and the entire neck (Fig. 4) . A model without VCR could be stabilized provided CCR gains were adapted, which is also seen in vestibular loss patients where ''there are no dramatic differences between patients and controls" in conditions similar to the current study (Keshner, 2003) .
The level of co-contraction (G cc ) was estimated to be around 1% for bandwidths B1, B2, B4 and zero with the highest bandwidth B8. The 1% co-contraction contributed to head-on-trunk stabilization up to 1 Hz (Fig. 5) but was not essential for dynamic and static stabilization. This supports hypothesis 3, and highlights a minor contribution of co-contraction in natural head-neck stabilization conditions. However, additional postural activation to counteract gravity and reflexive activation in response to the dynamic perturbations resulted in average muscle activation levels of 3-4% inducing relevant intrinsic muscle resistance through the contractile element (CE) force velocity relationship. Here it shall be noted that Keshner (2000) found that both younger (20-40 years) and older (65-88 year) subjects showed effective co-contraction when asked to stiffen their necks, while the older subjects also showed effective co-contraction with mental arithmetic and relax tasks.
Modulation with perturbation bandwidth and vision
The estimated control parameters indicate profound effects of bandwidth with modest effects of vision ( Fig. 6 and Table 1 ). Effects of bandwidth were similar with and without vision. Vision led to increased semicircular feedback (G sc ) indicating elevated efforts to minimize head rotation. This concurs with the notion that vestibular and visual senses integrate to improve the perception of motion (Angelaki et al., 2011) . The current model captured this in a simplified manner as an increased usage of vestibular feedback. Other parameters also suggest a shift towards head-inspace stabilization with vision, but effects were small for k v and G cc and present only at the highest bandwidth for G phas and k p .
Studies on the extremities indicate that feedback gains are reduced with increasing perturbation bandwidths to prevent feedback induced oscillations at the system's natural frequency (Kearney et al., 1997; Mugge et al., 2010) . In our experimental study (Forbes et al., 2013b) , we hypothesized a similar feedback gain reduction in the neck with perturbation bandwidths exceeding the natural frequency. The parameter estimates from our model (Fig. 6 ) indeed showed reduced feedback gains G sc and k v with higher bandwidths, but this is accompanied with increased gains G phas and k p . The model allowed us to predict the effects of control strategies identified for high bandwidth conditions with lower bandwidth perturbations (and vice versa). As illustrated in Fig. 7 , the low bandwidth control strategy P1 does not induce apparent oscillations when simulated with the highest bandwidth perturbation (i.e. B8 with P1). Therefore we conclude that attenuation of oscillations does not explain the observed modulation of neck stabilization strategies with changes in perturbation bandwidth.
The experimental data up to 1.2 Hz (see Figs. 2 and 3) motivated hypothesis 4: The presence of higher frequencies in the perturbations will induce a shift from head-on-trunk to head-in-space stabilization. Our neuromuscular model supported hypothesis 4 also for frequencies above 1.2 Hz. As illustrated in Fig. 7 , the control strategy employed at the lowest bandwidth more effectively reduced head rotation and head relative displacement up to 3 Hz as compared to the high bandwidth control strategy. In contrast, the control strategy employed at the highest bandwidth reduced head global translation between 1 and 4 Hz, an outcome that could not be identified experimentally. In terms of head translation, this indicates a shift from head-on-trunk stabilization at the lowest bandwidth to head-in-space stabilization at the highest bandwidth. Our parameter estimates suggest that this was realized by reduced muscle velocity feedback (k v ) and co-contraction (G cc ), combined with increased head translational acceleration feedback (G ton ). In terms of head rotation, the experiment did not discriminate between head-in-space and head-on-trunk stabilization because the trunk was perturbed in translation only. Experiments inducing trunk rotation could provide further insight in the interacting and partially opposing VCR and CCR contributions to control head rotation. The control strategy with the highest perturbation bandwidth led to an increased head rotation which may not seem beneficial, but apparently helps to reduce head global translation from 1 to 4 Hz (Fig. 7) . This interaction is also apparent in the effect of G sc on X gh in Fig. 5 . Summarizing results for translation and rotation, we observe a shift in control strategy from minimizing head-ontrunk rotation and translation during low bandwidth perturbations to minimizing head-in-space translation during high bandwidth perturbations. This modulation of control may well be beneficial in terms of comfort, limiting the transfer of 1-4 Hz horizontal seat motions to the head, where comfort standards for whole body vibration attribute considerable weight to these frequencies (ISO-2631-1 1997).
